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Abstract—Sub-Saharan Africa is described as the second fastest
growing in mobile phone penetration in the world more than in the
United States or the European Union. Mobile phones have been used
to provide a lot of opportunities to improve people’s lives in the
region such as in banking, marketing, entertainment, and paying for
various bills such as water, TV, and electricity. However, the
potential of mobile phones to enhance teaching and learning has not
been explored. This study presents an experience of developing and
delivering SMS based quiz questions used to assess mastery of
subject content knowledge of science and mathematics secondary
school teachers in Tanzania. The SMS quizzes were used as a follow
up support mechanism to 500 teachers who participated in a project
to upgrade subject content knowledge of teachers in science and
mathematics subjects in Tanzania. Quizzes of 10-15 questions were
sent to teachers each week for 8 weeks and the results were analyzed
using SPSS. Results show that teachers who participated in chemistry
and biology subjects have better performance compared to those who
participated in mathematics and physics subjects. Teachers reported
some challenges that led to poor performance, This research has
several practical implications for those who are implementing or
planning to use mobile phones in teaching and learning especially in
rural secondary schools in sub-Saharan Africa.
learning,
e-learning,
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I. INTRODUCTION

HE growing adoption and penetration of mobile phones
along with other data capable devices such as tablets and
dongles have been increasing very fast in sub-Saharan Africa.
There are almost 650 million mobile subscriptions in Africa,
equivalent to a penetration rate of 68%, more than in the
United States or the European Union making Africa the
second fastest growing region in the world in mobile phone
penetration [1]. The GSMA report projected that, the 3G
connections is expected to increase from 15% of total in 2013
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to 52% by 2020 while smartphones will increase from 72
million to 525 million by 2020.
In Tanzania, there are 31milions mobile phone subscribers
accounting to 69% of total population [2]. The country was
ranked 4th by International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
for mobile phone penetration in Africa in 2010 after Nigeria,
South Africa, and Kenya [3]. At the same time, the prices of
mobile phones have been plummeting to as low as 30 US$ in
many parts of the country.
Mobile phones have been providing a lot of opportunities to
improve people lives in sub-Saharan Africa. They provide
users with access to education, health information, and
payments services even in place without banks. Moreover, the
mobile phones and applications help Africans to overcome
traditional market failures such as communicable diseases, and
clean water and sanitation as well as government failures such
as absentee teachers and doctors, patronage-ridden water and
electric utilities, etc.
Users in Africa tend to various mobile phones features to
obtain these services. These features include phone calls and
Short Message Service (SMS). In addition, due to lack of
affordability, coverage and reliability of fixed networks in
Africa, people normally use mobile phones to access the
Internet [4]. According to Ericsson report of 2013, 70% of
users in Africa browse the web on mobile devices, compared
to just 6% who use desktop computers [5]. Nonetheless, SMS
is the most common and most used mobile service, as it is
available in every mobile phone. The SMS service also uses
little memory and easy to use as users do not need training to
be able to use it [6]. In light of these advantages, the number
of SMS traffic has been increasing very fast in Africa. For
instance, the number of SMS increased from 608 millions in
June 2011 to 7.9 billions in March 2015 in Tanzania [7]. In
other words, on average a Tanzania user sent 36 text messages
in June 2011 with the number of text messages increasing to
349 per user in March 2015 [2], [8].
Naturally, SMS service is the most used service in subSaharan Africa, such as in banking, marketing, entertainment,
and paying for various bills such as water, TV, and electricity.
However, the potential of using SMS to enhance teaching and
learning specifically as a tool for conducting formative
assessment has not been explored in Africa [9]. Therefore, the
Ministry of Education and Vocation Training (MOEVT) in
collaboration with the College of Information and
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Communication Technologies (CoICT) of the University of
Dar es Salaam adopted SMS quizzes as a follow up support
mechanism to teachers who participated in a project to
upgrade subject content knowledge of Tanzanian secondary
school teachers in science and mathematics.
In this project, multimedia enhanced content for difficulty
topics in chemistry, biology, physics, and mathematics was
developed and packed into Digital Video Disc (DVDs). A
total of 2,000 teachers in 19 selected centers countrywide were
trained on how to use the content and given the DVDs to
continue accessing the learning materials at home. Teachers
were also given access to the same content which was made
available online through a customized Moodle system
accessible via http://retooling.udsm.ac.tz.
In order to assess if teachers have improved their subject
content knowledge, a follow up SMS based assessment tool
was developed and used to send quiz questions to a sample of
500 teachers for 8 weeks. The SMS quizzes were carefully
chosen and designed to provide formative evaluation during
the subjects’ delivery given the limitations of the SMS
technology. This article presents an experience of study
conducted to develop and deliver SMS quiz questions. More
specifically, the article aims at:

Sharing experience obtained during the development and
delivery of SMS quizzes to teachers in secondary
education in Tanzania

Presenting the performance of teachers in SMS quizzes

Presenting opinions of teachers towards using SMS
quizzes for conducting assessment in secondary schools.
II. RELATED WORKS
SMS service is the most widely used mobile phone service
in developing countries. However, using SMS for teaching
and learning is not very common in Africa due to some
limitations. One of the major limitations is that it uses short
texts ranging between 160 to 150 characters on some older
phones [6], [9]. As a result, for assessment for instance, quiz
questions are limited to true/false, multiple choice selection
and short answers questions [10]. Despite these limitations,
SMS service has been used for academic administration.
Jones, Edwards, and Reid [11] developed an SMS system to
provide communication between students and tutors. The SMS
communication was used in concert and integrated with
lectures in a virtual learning environment. Naismith [12]
reported the use of SMS on administrative staff to
communicate on room changes, submission deadlines,
cancellations, etc. These studies and many others have
indicated that the use of SMS for administrative have positive
impact on students’ dropout rate and helped to support ‘at
risk’ students [13].
In addition to administrative support, some studies have
used SMS for conducting formative assessment. For instance,
[14] developed the SMS system that provided formative
assessment questions with feedback. The formative
assessment included quiz questions that consisted of multiple
choice and True/False questions. Similarly, [9] designed SMS
based system to deliver quizzes as an alternative for formative
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assessment of teaching and learning for courses at institutions
of higher learning in Malaysia. The study showed that students
who tried the quizzes for a few times were excited with the
ability of the system to supply the quiz questions and answers
instantly via SMS.
Although many studies to use SMS as a tool for supporting
teaching and learning have been reported from developed
countries, some initiatives have started to emerge in subSaharan Africa. The recent study was conducted by [15] to
implement a dynamic Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
system. The system incorporated SMS where anonymity was
key to enable a more inclusive learning environment [15]. The
system was piloted with students at the University of Cape
Town. Overall, the study highlighted the potential for SMS to
support learning in higher education.
To date, there are few studies that have used SMS as a tool
for supporting assessment in secondary education in subSaharan Africa. This study is one of the few studies that have
used SMS to conduct formative assessment via quizzes to 500
teachers in secondary schools in Tanzania.
III. DEVELOPMENT AND DELIVERY OF SMS QUIZ QUESTIONS
A. SMS Quiz Questions
The SMS questions were developed by subject matter
experts based on the learning content provided to teachers
through DVDs. A total of 34 set of quizzes were developed,
12 of them being for physics, 12 for chemistry, 10 for biology
and 8 for biology. Each quiz had between 10 and 12 questions
depending on the breadth of the topic. The questions were in
two forms: the multiple choice and True/False. Examples of
multiple choice questions are:
1. Member of Phylum Platyhelminthes
A. Liverflukes,
B. Hookworms
C. Roundworms
D. Earthworms
2. Turbellarians are
A. Commensal and non-parasites
B. Ecto- and Endo- parasites
C. Free living and parasites
D. Ecto parasites and freeliving
3. Proglotids are features of
A. Trematoda
B. Tuberallia
C. Nematoda
D. Cestoda
Teachers were required to answer each question at a time by
sending a message with a letter for the correct answer only.
Examples of True/False quiz questions are:

The instrument most suitable for measuring diameter the
wire is Vernier Callipers (Write T for true and F for false)

Micrometer screw gauge is used to measure diameter of a
small ball (Write T for true and F for false)

Probe of the Vernier calliper can be used to measure the
depth of a small amount of water in a beaker? (Write T
for true and F for false)
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The functioon of the Caathode Ray Oscilloscope
O
(
(CRO)
screen is too display the ooutput signal ((Write T for truue and
F for false)

B. Selection oof Teachers
A total of 22,000 teacherrs were randoomized to geet 500
teaachers (125 teeachers for eaach subject) w
who were eligiible to
receive SMS quuizzes. Beforee starting sendding quiz questions,
the system wass tested for a period of onne week by seending
m
messages to eliigible teacherrs who were required
r
to reespond
wiith a single SM
MS, in order to confirm theeir reachabilitty, and
bee eligible to reeceive voucheers for the firsst week. The ssystem
alsso provided innstructions onn how to respoond correctly tto quiz
quuestions. Simiilarly, at the end of the fourth
f
week before
coontinuing witth the fifth week, the ssame exercisee was
coonducted againn to capture tthose who coould not be reeached
froom week one.
It was impoortant to checck if the eliggible teacherss were
reachable before sending quizz question as some
s
teacherss could
haave changed ttheir telephonne numbers orr the numberss were
noot reachable for some reaasons. A totaal of 486 teachers
(pphysics = 1113, biology = 122, chem
mistry = 1233 and
m
mathematics = 128) were reaachable. One qquiz consisted of 10155 questions foor each subject was sent tto teachers onn each
weeek for 8 weeeks. The quuestions were sent based oon the
m
modules teacherrs were suppoosed to study oon a particular week.
To enable teeachers to resppond to quiz questions, teachers
with voucher worth Tshs 22,000 (about U
US$ 1)
weere provided w
evvery week. Thhose who mannaged to answer all questionns at a
paarticular weekk were eligible to get anothher voucher ffor the
foollowing weekk. However, those who ccould not finiish all
weeekly questionns were not giiven voucherss for that weekk until
they answer all questions of thhe next quiz.

incrrease, a signifi
ficant delay was noted in roouting messages to
teacchers. Due too technical lim
mitations andd mobile operator
poliicy, a single m
mobile phone ccan only sendd a limited num
mber
of m
messages perr hour. Thereefore, it was necessary too use
mulltiple phones tto handle the llarge number of
o messages (m
more
thann 1800 SMS m
messages per quiz
q per subjecct) per week.
A
All quiz questions were uplloaded into thhe platform beefore
the sending phasee of the projecct started. Teleerivet is organnized
intoo what are knoown as ‘servicces’, where a single servicee can
be a survey, quizz, or questionnnaire that is sent to particippants
via SMS. Only onne service cann be active at a time. Every quiz
wass setup as a seeparate servicee and then acttivated one byy one
eachh week as the
t
project pprogressed. O
Once a quiz was
activated, the first question was sent viaa the smartphhone
application and arrrived as an SMS on a teachher’s phone. F
Fig. 1
ws a sample quiz questionn from teacheer’s mobile phhone
show
screeen.

III. THE SM
MS PLATFORM
M
The project adopted the Telerivet plattform that suupports
seending and recceiving SMS as well as muultimedia messsages.
Thhe platform iss android bassed that can be
b installed on
o any
sm
martphone withh Android 2.1 or higher.
When an SM
MS is received on the smartpphone’s numbeer, it is
foorwarded to the platform
m through thee data conneection.
Siimilarly, whenn a message is sent from the platform to the
recipient’s num
mber, it passess through the same connecttion to
the smartphonee. This allows any normal aandroid smarttphone
r
to be used as aan inexpensivee mechanism to send and receive
messages to a llarge number of participants. In addition,, since
m
Teelerivet is a clloud-based maanagement sysstem, the projeect did
noot procure com
mputer servers to send SMS quizzes to teaachers.
Thhe ability to use normal pphones with llong numberss, also
alllowed the prooject to avoid the cost of buying
b
speciall short
coode numbers.
Due to the large numberr of participaating teacherss, four
anndroid phoness (Samsung G
Galaxy Note 4) were bouught in
orrder to act as SMS gatewayy. To route meessages at all times,
the phones werre turned on,, charged, and connected to the
Innternet all the time. During testing phasee, one mobile phone
waas used as a gateway.
g
As tthe number off SMS continuued to
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Fig. 1 Samplle quiz questionn from teacher’ss phone screen

W
When a teacheer replied, the answer was ssent back agaain to
the platform via tthe mobile appplication. Therreafter, the annswer
wass recorded annd automaticaally marked according too the
precconfigured coorrect answerr. The next question in that
weeek’s quiz was then sent to the teacher. O
Once all questtions
werre sent and repplied to, a finaal message conntaining the reesults
of tthat particular week questioons was sent tto the teacher.. For
everry question thhat a teacher got wrong, thhe correct annswer
wass also indicatedd.
F
For analysis purposes, basicc teachers’ information succh as
theiir names, phoone numbers, teaching subbjects, instituution,
locaation (region),, and phone tyype was storedd on the platfform.
Thiss information was collectedd during the trraining phase,, and
wass then manuually enteredd into the pplatform throough
Teleerivet’s web ffront-end. Fig.. 2 shows a saample of this data.
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Fig. 2 Sample of Teacchers’ data from
m Telerivet web front end
I
IV. FINDINGS

For the durattion of 8 weekks, quiz questtions were sennt to a
total of 486 teaachers every w
week. At the end of every week,
the responses were recordded and anaalyzed. The SMS
mportant cateegories
responses were categorized as different im
ass described in tthe next sectioon.
A. Non-Respoonses
Every week there were a number of teeachers who ddid not
respond to anyy quiz questioons. Fig. 3 shhows the num
mber of
d not responnd to any quiiz question inn each
teaachers who did
suubject for the pperiod of 8 weeek.
The result fr
from Fig. 3 sshows that mathematics teachers
coonsistently haad the higheest number oof non-responndents
coompared to thee other subjects. Out of 8 weeks,
w
the firstt week
haad the lowest number of nnon-respondennts, followed by
b the
third, fifth andd sixth week. Interestingly,, the first andd fifth
weeeks were thee ones precedded by a weekk in which teachers
weere sent instruuctions on how
w to respond tto quiz questioon and
reminded to re-cconfirm their pparticipation.
B. Invalid Annswers
Some of the received answ
wers were cattegorized as innvalid.
If the answer to
t a particulaar question waas “A”, the ccorrect
acccepted answeer would havee been “A” orr “a”. Any adddition,
om
mission or altteration wouldd be considerred invalid annswers.
Foor instance, instead of answering “A” or ““a” teachers seent “1.
A””, or “The aanswer is A “or “Ans = A” would all be
coonsidered invaalid answers.
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Thhe performancce of every teeacher was reccorded on a weekly
w
baasis, and then eexported into csv format forr further analyysis.
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Fiig. 3 Number off non-respondennts in each subjeect for the 8 weeks

T
The result show
ws that they w
were many invaalid answers inn the
firstt two weeks annd continued tto decrease as weeks progreessed
as shown in Fiig. 4. It seem
ms that at thhe beginningg the
insttructions weree not clear ennough to teacchers. In addiition,
biollogy and cheemistry had tthe highest nnumber of invvalid
answ
wers compared to other subjjects.
C
C. Teachers W
Who Did Not Coomplete All Q
Questions
T
There were teaachers who annswered only few
f questions of a
giveen quiz for a pparticular weeek. The numbeer of teachers who
did not finish all quiz questionss increased as weeks progreessed
withh mathematiccs teachers having the highest num
mber
throoughout the period as shown in Figg. 5. Interessting,
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chemistry had the lowest number of teachers who did not
finish all quiz questions throughout the period.
Invalid Answers
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Fig. 4 The number of invalid answers
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F. Teachers Who Managed to Get More Than 50% of
Answers Correct
The results indicate that chemistry teachers had the highest
performance in all weeks followed by biology teachers. As
expected, mathematics had the lowest performance of all
subjects (Fig. 8).

0 00

Week 1Week 2Week 3Week 4Week 5Week 6Week 7Week 8
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57
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44

Fig. 7 Number of teachers who managed to get less than 50%
answers correct
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Fig. 5 Number of teachers who did not complete all quizzes questions
per week
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E. Teachers Who Got Less Than 50% Answers Correct
We were also interested to know the number of teachers
who got less that 50% of quiz questions correct for each week
in 8 weeks period. Through data analysis, it was revealed that
less than half of the teachers got less than 50% of the
questions correct every week. In the first three weeks, biology
had a high number of low performing teachers, but as time
went on mathematics became the subject with consistently
highest number of low performers.
Chemistry had always a small number of teachers who
answered less than 50% answers correctly in exception of
week seven. Fig. 7 shows the number of teachers who
managed to get less than 50% answers correct.

No.of teachers

350

at least one teacher who got a perfect score in every week.
Interestingly, no mathematics teacher managed to get all
questions correctly except in the fifth week, in which 5
teachers answered all questions correctly.
The general trend observed was that more teachers were
getting a perfect score for the first four weeks compared to the
later ones.

Mathematics

Physics

Fig. 6 Number of teachers who got all questions correct per week

D. Teachers Who Got All Answers Correct
In each week, there were a few teachers who managed to
answer all the questions correctly. As it can be seen in Fig. 6,
chemistry was the subject that consistently led in this
category. In particular, chemistry was the only subject that had
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However, 22%
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10.
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Very clear
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Instrucctions

Fig. 8 Number of teachers whoo managed to geet more than 500% of
answeers correct

No C
Comment Not Clear
Nature of questiions

F
Fig. 9 Respondeents comments on quiz instructtions and quizzees
quesstions

V
V. OPINIONS OFF TEACHERS TOWARDS USIN
NG SMS QUIZZ
ZES IN
CONDUCTIN
NG ASSESSMEN
NT
After 8 weeeks of answeering quiz qquestions, we were
interested elicitted teachers oppinion about how they percceived
a
ass a tool for coonducting form
mative
the SMS quiz assessment
o 12 questionns was
asssessment. Thee questionnairre comprised of
prrepared in SM
MS based platfoorm and sent to
t 486 teacherrs who
weere involved in SMS quiiz questions. Respondentss were
assked to rate eaach question using a 5-poiint Likert scalle that
raanged from sttrongly disaggree to stronggly agree witth the
exxception of laast two questions. They weere given 3 ddays to
respond to the data
d collectionn tool.
Out of 486 teeachers who rreceived questions through SMS,
2666 teachers reesponded. Thhus, the respoonse rate was 55%.
Daata was extraacted from Teelerivet system
m and exporteed into
Sttatistical Packaage for the Social Sciences (SPSS) for annalysis.
Thhe findings froom each questtion are presennted hereunderr.
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B. Difficultneess of the Quizz Questions
We were also interested iin comparing the performannce of
teaachers with thheir opinion rregarding the difficultness of the
suubjects. Thereefore, we w
were interested to get teeachers
oppinions on the quiz questionns as difficultyy or not. The rresults
shhow that manyy teachers indiccated that the quiz questions were
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Very Diffficult

Difficulty off quiz questions

Fig. 10 Teacherss opinions’ regaarding difficultyy of quiz questioons
50
0

A. Instructionns and Nature of the Questioons
Given the larrge number off invalid answ
wers in the firrst two
weeeks, we weree interested to know if the innstructions thaat were
prrovided to teaachers on how
w to answer qquiz questionss were
cleear or not. Suurprisingly, thhe minority off respondents (10%)
indicted that thee instructions were
w not clearr and confusinng with
more than two--thirds of resppondents (88%
%) indicted thhat the
m
instructions werre clear.
We were alsso interested to know the nature of thee quiz
mselves if theyy were clear or not. The rresults
quuestions them
shhow that the m
majority of thhe teachers (899%) agreed thhat the
quuiz questions w
were clear withh very few teaachers (9%) inndicted
that the questioons were not clear
c
and conffusing. Fig. 9 shows
respondents’ comments on quiz instrucctions and qquizzes
quuestions.

Confusiing
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Fig. 11 Teachers’’ opinions on knnowledge and skkills improvemeent,
and suupport

C
C. Improving Teachers’
T
Knoowledge and SSkills
R
Respondents were
w
also asked to providee their opinionn on
wheether the quizzzes have heelped them inn improving their
knoowledge and skills to teach their subjectss more effectivvely.
As shown in Fig.. 11, the majorrity of teacherrs (85%) indiccated
thatt SMS quiz exercise
e
did not
n help them
m to improve their
knoowledge and sskills to teachh their subjectts. In additionn, we
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weere also interrested to knoow if teacherss received reequired
suupport from CooICT and otheer people whenn they had prooblems
in answering quiz questionns. Half of respondents (50%)
indicated that thhey were helpeed when they had problemss while
422% of responddents indicatedd that they did not get helpp from
CooICT or elsew
where when they
t
had probblems in answ
wering
quuiz questions.
D. Using Mobbile Phones foor Assessment
Since teacherrs used mobilee phones as a tool to answeer quiz
quuestions, they were asked their
t
perceptioons and opiniion on
ussing mobile phhones for thee same. First, they were askked to
indicate whethher using m
mobile phoness to answerr quiz
quuestions was eeasy, clear, aand understanddable. Secondd, they
weere asked whhether using mobile phonnes to answerr quiz
quuestions was ffun, enjoyablee, and entertaaining. Finallyy, they
weere asked to rrate if using m
mobile phoness for answerinng quiz
quuestions was cconvenient.
Generally, the majorityy of respoondents (85%
% of
respondents) diisagreed that using mobilee phones to aanswer
w easy, cleaar, and undersstandable. Sim
milarly,
quuiz questions was
m
more than 77%
% of respondeents disagreedd that using m
mobile
phhones for answ
wering quiz questions
q
was fun and enjooyable.
M
Moreover, 79%
% of respondeents indicatedd that using m
mobile
phhones for answ
wer quiz questtions was not convenient. Fig.
F 12
shhows the distribution off respondentss based on their
peerceptions onn using mobiile phones for
f
answeringg quiz
quuestions.
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Fig. 12 Respoondents’ percepptions on using m
answeringg quiz questions

E. Using Mobbile Phones inn Tanzania Seccondary Schoools
We wanted too know teacheers’ opinions oon the use of m
mobile
phhones to facilitate students’ learning as w
well as if they ccan be
ussed to facilittate examinations in secondary schoools in
Taanzania. Resppondents weree almost equallly divided onn their
oppinions on whhether mobile phones can bbe used to faccilitate
exxaminations with
w
44% agrreed while 48% of responndents
disagreed. How
wever, more than two-thirrds of responndents
b used to faccilitate
(773%) disagreedd that mobile phones can be
stuudents’ learninng in secondarry schools as shown
s
in Fig. 13.
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Figg. 13 Teachers oopinions on thee use of mobile pphones to facilitate
stuudents’ learningg and examinations

F
F. Challenges F
Faced Duringg Answering Quiz
Q Questionss
F
Finally, teacheers were askedd to explain thhe challenges they
encoountered durinng answering quiz questionns. The majority of
thosse who respponded to this questionn indicated that
unreeliability of neetwork was thhen main challeenge that hinddered
them
m from answeering quiz queestions. Theree was a time ddelay
in ddelivering onee question too another in a given quiz. For
insttance, some teaachers commeented:
“Sometimes the differencce between the first questioon
aand another takes a long tim
me”
“The time between one SMS and otthers took lonng
tiime”
“Sometimes SMS took lonng time to be delivered, theen
af
after sometimee, all SMS coome together then it becam
me
eeven difficult too answer them
m”
D
Due to such delays somettimes questions were receeived
incoomplete or iin unsystemaatic order theerefore becom
ming
diffficult for teacchers to answ
wer. This is evident from
m the
com
mments from teeachers below
w:
“Some SM
MS were oveerlapping duue to netwoork
pproblems thatt caused mee to answer wrong for a
pparticular quesstion”
“During earrly weeks manny questions w
were received in
aan improper orrder and they were incompleete”
“Incompletee questions annd receiving a quiz in parts,
aand sometimess the questionss were received during nigght
hhours”
A
Another biggeest challenge described by many teacheers is
the time when thee quiz questioons were delivvered. It seemss due
me quiz questtions
to nnetwork probllems or other problems som
werre received ovvernight and thhus it was diffficulty for theem to
answ
wer. Moreoveer, in some casses quiz questiions were receeived
wheen teachers weere busy with daily activitiees such as teacching
activities. This is evident from the following comments:
ays
“The main challenge waas the time beecause I alway
reeceive questiions when I was very buusy with othher
aactivities”
“The SMS w
were sent durring working ttimes, so it w
was
hhard to answerr them on timee”
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“Some questions require tools like calculator and I
received them when I did not have such tools as I was in
the bus travelling”
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V. DISCUSSION
The study was set to present an experience of developing
and delivering SMS quiz questions to assess mastery of
subject content knowledge of science and mathematics
secondary school teachers in Tanzania. The SMS quizzes were
adopted as formative assessment aiming at informing the
teachers about the progress of their learning as well as to
provide the decision makers with opportunities to address and
improve the plausible shortages in order to ensure that
teachers do upgrade their subject content knowledge.
One interesting trend observed from this study was that
teachers could not understand well the instructions that were
provided on how to answer quiz questions. For instance,
teachers were told to write only a letter (e.g. “A”) for the
correct answer, however, some teachers added other characters
such as “Ans=A” or “A.” and so on. As a result, the number of
invalid answers was large in the first two weeks and kept on
decreasing as the week progressed. This shows with time,
teachers could understand the instructions on how to respond
to quiz questions. This is also evident from the comments
received from teachers when they were asked if they found
instructions provided before answering quiz questions clear or
not. The result shows that the majority of teachers indicated
that the instructions were clear and understandable. The study
also found that the number of non-responses increased as
weeks progressed. For instance, there were 38 teachers who
did not respond to quiz questions in the first week for
mathematics and increased to 46 in the third week and 52 in
eighth week. The trend is almost similar in all subjects. A
possible explanation for this might be that those did score zero
in all questions in the first weeks were discouraged to continue
answering subsequent quizzes. That is why mathematics and
physics that had many teachers who scored less than 50% had
the highest non-responses throughout the eight weeks.
In general, the main conclusion that can be drawn from
these results is that chemistry and biology teachers were able
to upgrade their subject content knowledge of the subjects
they teach more than those of physics and mathematics.
However, these results therefore need to be interpreted with
caution, as SMS quizzes alone do not automatically guarantee
improvements in the teachers’ learning. Sadler pointed out that
in order to increase the possibility that the formative
assessment such as those of SMS quizzes to have the expected
value, teachers have to possess skills so that they are able to
translate what they have learnt into actual teaching
environment [16]. It was also interesting to note that the
majority of teachers (85%) did not agree that SMS quiz
questions helped them to acquire new skills and knowledge to
be able to teach the subjects more effectively. The result was
somewhat surprising given the fact that many teachers (71%)
found quiz questions were moderated. A possible explanation
for this might be that since teachers have not applied what
they have learnt in the classroom, they are not in a position to
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think that they have improved their skills and knowledge to
teach well their subjects.
One unanticipated finding obtained from this study was that
many teachers indicated that using mobile phones to answer
quiz questions was not easy, fun and enjoyable, and
convenient. This result could have been caused by the
challenges teachers faced during answering quiz questions.
Many teachers complained about the network problems. The
network problems caused teachers to receive incomplete quiz
questions and therefore they could not answer them properly
ending up getting incorrect answers. In addition to that, some
teachers indicated that time between one SMS to another SMS
was too long that sometimes they ended up receiving quiz
questions beyond midnight and therefore it was not possible
for them to respond. Due to these challenges and many others,
it was not surprising that the majority of teachers (73%) felt
that mobile phones cannot be used to facilitate students’
learning in secondary schools in Tanzania. However, almost
half of teachers (44%) indicated that the mobile phones could
be used for conducting assessment in secondary schools.
Based on teachers’ comments, it is clear that the success of
mobile learning depends on the availability and reliability of
mobile technology. In this study, some invalid answers, or
incorrect answers were a result of network connectivity
problems. The similar studies or future research should ensure
that the technology used to send and receive SMS have the
capacity to handle massive messages without delays. Despite
these limitations and challenges, this research has several
practical implications for those who are implementing or
planning to use mobile phones for teaching and learning
especially in rural secondary schools in sub-Saharan Africa.
VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The present study has successfully showed that mobile
phones can be used to support teaching and learning in Africa
especially in rural secondary schools. Through this study, it is
clear that many teachers have access to mobile phones of
various kinds. However, the cost of data is still very high and
many teachers could not afford to send SMS or use mobile
phones to access learning content via the Internet. According
to Brown and Mbati, the cost of data in Africa is 150 times the
cost of a comparable service in developed countries [17]. To
address this problem, the project provided vouchers worth 1
US$ for each teacher per week in order to help them to answer
quiz questions. Although the approach seemed to be
successfully, it is not sustainable after the end of the project.
Similar projects in the future studies could request mobile
phone companies to reduce the cost of data in order to enable
many teachers to use their mobile phones for teaching and
learning. Another important challenge we faced during the
development of quiz questions was how to send symbols,
formulas, and diagrams as SMS especially for chemistry and
mathematics subjects. To overcome this challenge, we had to
use abbreviations that represent some symbols and formulas.
For instance, square root as “sqrt” and other related
abbreviations. This could have contributed to increased
number of failures in these subjects, as some could have failed
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to interpret these abbreviations correctly. Future studies
should plan to use mobile apps instead of SMS to send quiz
questions to respondents. However, it should also be noted
that many teachers especially in rural areas do not have
smartphones and cannot afford Internet cost to be able to use
mobile apps.
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VII. CONCLUSION
The price of mobile phones is decreasing very fast as well
as the price of data in the region. Smartphones are also
becoming cheaper and affordable to the majority of users in
Africa. Moreover, mobile phones have been widely used in
various services such to provide access to banking services,
heath services and payment services.
At the moment, there are very few initiatives to use mobile
phones to widen access and to improve quality of education.
This study used mobile phones specifically SMS service to
provide formative assessment to teachers who were using
multimedia enhanced content in order to assess if teachers
improved their subject content knowledge.
Although some challenges were reported during the
development and delivery of SMS based quizzes to teachers,
the main conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that
mobile phones can be used as tools to enhance teaching and
learning in rural secondary schools in sub-Saharan Africa.
Future research should consider how to address some of the
challenges reported in this study in order to implement similar
project more successfully.
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